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7'o (all ut hom, it may concerºn:
Be it, known that I, Jost 211 PARKS PRIMINI,
a citizen of the United States, and resident
of Rome, in the county of Floyd and State
of Georgia, have invented certain new and
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useful Improvements in Cam Boxes for
knitting Machines, of which the following
is a specification,
Miy invention relates to improvements in
knitting machines, particularly of the cir
cular knitting type, and it consists of the
constructions, combinations and ari'ange
inents herein described and claimed.
An object of the invention is to provide a
circular kmitting machine ha Ying Such an ar
rangement of cams, or the equivalent, there
of as will largely confine the operation of the
hooks, cheeks and latches of the needles
within the sinkers, thereby establishing sev
eral outstanding advantages, principal of

tion of a knitting machine embodying the
improved cam box.
Figure 2 is a detail sectional view illus.

trating the various cams involved, and also
showing the various positions assumed by
the needles when operated by the cams.
Figure 3 is a diagrammatic section of
enough of the knitting machine to illus
trate the first step in a half-hose knitting op
eration when the cylinder cup worm is
turned to lower the needle cylinder and in
effect raise all of the needles in respect to
the sinker's preparatory to transferring an
elastic top.
Figure 4 is a detail sectional view again

illustrating the position of one of the needles
in the transferring operation.
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Figure 5 is a diagram illustrating the sec
ond step in the knitting operation in which

the sinker's are slid out in order to let the

which is the relaxation of the tension on the stitches down to the sinker throat.
stitches.
Figure 6 is a diagram showing the
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Another object of the invention, and One tion of the needle in respect to the sinker
relating directly to the foregoing statement, throat upon again raising the needle cylinder
is to permit the use of varying sizes of to the normal position as in the third step 80
threads on the same machine without mak of the knitting operation.
ing any adjustments whatever and still pro Figure is a diagram illustrating the first
duce an article which will prove to be of cor step of forming the stitch, the sinker hav
rect dimensions when placed upon What is ing been Worked out.
known as a size board.
Figure 8 is a diagram showing the second 85
Another object of the invention is to pro step in forming a stitch, the sinker still be
vide a machine for knitting circular articles, ing out.
such as full length and half hose, the par'- Figure 9 is a diagram illustrating the
ticular improvement residing in the can box. third step in which the stitch is about com
90
in which the cams are so arranged that the pleted, the sinker being on the way in.
needles will work lower in respect to the Figure 10 is a detail perspective view of
sinkers, thereby knitting in lumps and knots that half of the cam box containing the cams
in the yarn as well as heavy places without shown in Figure 2, the yarn guide being
dan maging either the needles o' the sinlkers shown raised.
and producing fewer seconds.
Figure 11 is a detail perspective view of 95
Another object of the invention is to pi'o- the other half of the can box.
vide an improved cann box for kimitting na Figure 12 is a detail plan view of the
chines by the use of which there is consid sinker cam ring shown in Figure 1, illus
e'ably less tension on the stitches during the trating the cam which moves the sinkers in
stitch-forming and stitch-casting operations and out.
00
with a resulting reduction in the wear On Figure 13 is a detail perspective view of
the needies and sinkers and also with the 'e- the right transfer stitch cam mentioned be
sult that better and more unifo'nly dyed IOW.
articles are produced by virtue of the relaxa Figure 14 is a diagrammatic sectional view
tion of the tension on the thread.
of a type of knitting machine other than that 105
Other objects and advantages wifi appe: i: illustrated in the foregoing views, again
in the following specification, refei'ence be showing such redesigning of the cams as will
ing had to the accompanying drawings, in cause the needles to work within the sinkers.
which
Reference is made to the knitting ma
Figure 1 is a longitudinal section of a porº chine disclosed in the patent granted to O
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or quill ring commonly used in the art. The It is now necessary to describe the result
stitches 49 are placed upon the points men of the corresponding action in the Jenckes
tioned. The quill ring having an elastic top machine. It is to be borne in mind that the

is now Superimposed upon the upstanding
needles, and upon reaching up inside of
the knitting machine the operator may grasp
the end of the elastic top 48 and pull it suf
ficiently So that the stitches 49 move down
upon the needles.
0.
În practice it is not always necessary that
the operator reach up inside of the machine
because with a little skill and experience
the transfer device can be so manipulated
as
to leave the elastic top upon the upstand
15 ing needles. The stitches 49 are quite loose.
Having transferred the elastic top 48 to
the needles of the knitting machine the op
erator gives the sinker cam ring 18 one or
more turns. This causes each of the sinkers
20 15 to slide outward (Fig. 5) producing a
channel through which the Stitches 49 may
drop into the throats 17. The stitches 49
being loose can readily pass over the cheeks
33. It is now that the operator may reach
25
up inside of the machine to pull down on
the top 48 so as to make sure that all of the
stitches slide down into the sinker throats.
Having accomplished the foregoing step
the
operator moves the handle 29 (Fig. 3)
30
back to the dotted line or original position.
This causes the elevation of the needle cyl
inder 2, and consequently of the sinkers 15
as well. The needles 1, being frictionally
held
adjacent the needle cylinder by the cir
35
cumferential springs 35, will not alter in
relationship to the cylinder and consequent
ly will be elevated therewith. This is true
of all of the needles with the exception of
those the butts 3 of which happen to be un
40
der the stationary cams 42 and 43 (Fig. 2).
Such needles will be retarded and the hooks
32 thereof will disappear beneath the
sinkers. However, so few needles are in
volved that the resulting pulling on the
stitches 49 of the top 48 produces but a
negligible strain which is therefore not
taken into account.
By virtue of the fact that the majority
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of the needle hooks 32 move up with the
cylinder 2 and sinkers 15 it is quite obvious
that the needles preserve the same relation
ship to the stitches 49 in the elevated posi
tion of the cylinder as they did in the
lowered position, with the 'esult that no
strain is imposed upon the stitches in mov
ing the cylinder from one to the other posi
tion, the exception of the needles held down
by the cams 42 and 43 being noted. Up to
this time the stitches 49 are practically loose
upon the needles. This preservation of the
Irelationship of the needles 1 with the cyl
inder 2 during the movement of the cylinder
from the lowered to the elevated position is
the direct result of omitting the second rib
of the Jenckes machine.

Jenckes machine has two ribs, similar to the
rib 31, Spaced apart. According to this con 70
struction all of the needles are pulled down
below the level of the sinkers when elevat
ing the needle cylinder 2 after a top trans
ferring operation the hooks 32 thereby
pulling all of the stitches 49 of the top down 75
between the sinkei's and imposing such a
strain and stretching upon the stitches that
breaks frequently happen. There is no
looseness of the stitches 49 whatever. The
presence of the upper rib in the Jenckes 80
machine is the eason for the foregoing pull
ing down of the stitches 49. The butts 3
of the needles being situated between the rib
and the upper rib holds the needles down so
that they cannot move up with the cylinder 85
2 and therefore that relationship between
the needles and the cylinder is preserved
which maintains the looseness of the stitches
49 attained in the improved machine.
The invention also includes a pair of cams 90
herein known as the left initiator can 50
(Fig. 2) and the right initiator cam 51.
Each of these cans is pivoted at 52 and 53
respectively. These cams are made suf
ficiently long to reach from the fixed cams 95
42 and 54, with which they co-operate, to
the single rib. 31. The purpose of these cams
in the Jenckes machine is to direct the
needle butts upon the various cams 42 and
54 when the can cylinder either rotates in 100
One direction continuously or When it par
takes of a reciprocatory motion. The
Jenckes machine has cams for a similar pur
pose, but such cams are relatively short in
that they have only to span the distance be- 105
tween
the canus 42 and 54 and the uppermost
rib mentioned before.

A third ca), 55 (Fig. 11) is for the pur

pose of elevating those of the needles that,
have long butts so that they will be out of 110
action when knitting heels and toes accord
ing to the established operation of the
Jenckes machine. This cam is capable of be

ing thrown into and out of action by certain
ratchet mechanisms forming part of the

Jenckes machine. Such mechanism is not

disclosed herein. By virtue of the onission
of the upper lib in the cam cylinder 4 it has
become necessary to lengthen the can 55 in
Order to reach the rib 3i.
Another and extremely important func
tion of the invention lies in confining the

hooks 32, cheek 33 and latches 34 of the
needles 1 within the sinkel's 15 and below

)

the upper surface thereof (Figs. (, 8 and 9)
during the greate' part of the operation.
it is only when the needle butts 3 ride upon

25

needles appear above the sinkers (Fig. 7).

30

the initiator can 50 (Fig. 2) and over the
cans 42 and 43 that the upper ends of the
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: The needle hooks 32 aire brought to the level cheeks through the stitches, the stitches are

of the sinkers, by the switch call 44. The
channel 47 of this is eam d'ªcts the needile
butts into the plane ( (Fig. 2) when in the
5 active position, the Occipation of the plane
(t by the butts 3 collesponding with the fluish
position of the hooks 3:2 (Fig. (3) with the
upper surface of the sink
This is the
normal Working position Of (* needes c
O (: Grding to the i venti Gn.
The switch can 4 is in 'actice noved
down in the groove 4-5 is a propriately
Operating the leve: {{f (Fig. (}) when th:
needle cylinder 2 is lowei'ed, and it is ele
'e 2 wien the
('COinplished
by manual effort in the einekes lichine,
and the function of the cima 4. stil obtains
in the improved ina chille. Ti:(' (''; thill is alsº)
20 capable of auto:atic operation :ecause it is
thrown out when knitting liaif-lose by a
stop link. In the Jenckes inachine the
switching cara -- serves to direct the needle
butts to\'tard the lipper ri, the:e l eing itin
25 additional can in advance of the Eil) to pi'oVide a path up which the batt
This
cam is eliminated because in Citle' the uppe'
rib is used nor do the needle butts rise to
the height of such second ril 2xcepting when
30 riding over the cams 50, 42 and 43.
Upon letting te latch ring or yarn cal
lier 56 (Fig. 10) town, the machine is ready
to be started. It is this ring that supplies
the thread to the needles in operation. The
35 cheeks 33 aire not forced up through the
stitches 49 after having completed a stitch
as in Figure 7. This is because the needle
hooks remain even with the sinkers. In the
jeckes machine, the needles are constantly
a love the sinkers. and instead of nolinally
standing as in Figule 6 fley stand so high
that the hooks, Cheeks and litches are ex
posed. This circumstance makes it neces
sary to force the cheeks of the needles
thirough a completed Stitch to reach said nor
mal position in the Jenckes inachine, thereby
stretching each individual stitch and impos
ing wear not only upon the stitch itself but
upon the needle as well.
()
This forcing of the needle cheeks through
the completed stitch in the Jenckes machine
is made evident by an abnormal tension on
the threads constituting the stitch.
The tension under which the thread is put
is noticeable in watching the Operation of
the Jenckes nachine because there is a
marked tendency of the Stitches to slightly
follow the needles upward. The abnormal
tension to which the stitches are subjected
is also noticeable upon dyeing the hose, the
evidence being a perceptible ripple in the
color that detracts from the appearance of
the article.
By keeping the needle hooks below the
(s
sinkers, and not forcing the needles and

left loose upon the Ieedles (Fig. 6) thereby
resulting in another important advantage.
Actual experimentation las proved that a
wide variation of sizes of threads may be
run through the knitting machine without
in the least affecting either the character or
size of the hose produced. This is due to

70

the looseness of the stitch and to the lack
Of Stl’ain or tension thereon. In the Jenckes

Jihachine it is necessary to make an adjust
lent before changing thread sizes otherwise
the lose Will be longe' or shorter than in
tended.
it sometimes happens that a needle butt
will break of during the knitting operation.
There being nothing to now actuate the

heedle it will remain in place, being held by
the circumferential springs 35. When this
happens in the present Jenckes machine in
which the needles always stand above the
sinkel's. the breaking of a butt will leave
that needle standing at an elevated position
bove the sinkers. The thread will begin to
'': ) around this needle causing it to bend,
in tulin causing an adjacent needle to bend,
aid finally clogging the action of the ma
chine to such an extent that a breaking of

80
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needles will occur. Ten or more needles
have been known to reak in succession in

this manner. With the needles protected as

in Figure 9 no needle breakage can occur,
and the Worst that can happen is a run in
the stocking.
Figure 14, illustrates enough of a Scott
and Williams circular knitting machine to
show the modication of the cans for the
purposes of the invention. The can cylin
del 57 in this machine is stationary and the
needle cylinder 5S revolves. The cams 59,
60, 61 and 62 correspond with the cams 42,
4:3, 54 and 38 (Fig. 2) of the Jenckesma
chine. The camins 63 and 64 correspond with

OO

O

the initiator cans 50 and 51. As in the
Jenckes machine the eams 63 and 64 have

been specially designed to span the space
between the canas 59 and 61 and that por
tion of the can cylinder 57 upon which the
butts 65 of the needles 66 run. Cam 60, as
well as cams 6 and 68, have been redesigned
to conform to the new arrangement of the
can cylinder. It is regarded as unneces
Sary to either describe or illustrate much
of the Scott and Williams machine because
the principles of operation are substantially
identical with those of the Jenckes machine
already described. The purpose of Fig. 14.
is inci'ely to illustrate how a machine other
than the Jenckes machine can be modified

to embody the invention. The same advan

tages of housing the needle hooks within the
The operation of the Jenckes machine is
reviewed in Order to emphasize the advan
tages arising from the improvements. In
sinkers obtain here.

3.
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order to avoid repeating the description of it is this looseness of the stitch, or the lack
manipulating the handle 29 (Fig. 3) it may of excessive tension on the thread, that per
be assumed that a ribbed or elastic top 48 hits the use of a wide variation in the size
is hung upon the needles 1 by the loose Of thread without making any compensating
stitches 49 at one end of the top. The adjustment.
needles now stand above the sinkers 15 as The invention also involves several steps
shown in Figs. 3 and 4. One or more rota of an improved method of knitting. Of ne
tions of the sinker calm rings 18 will suc cessity the new steps of the process are asso
cessively slide the sinker's 15 outward and ciated with and supported by steps in the
back (Fig. 5) so that the loose stitches 49 knitting operation already old in the Jenckes
may drop down upon the needles into the machine.
throats 17. The stitches 49 are purposely Step i consists of elevating the needles 1
made large so that they may readily slide

with the needle cylinder 2 and the sinkers 15
so as to preserve the relationship of the nee
Upon properly shifting the lever 46 (Fig. tile hooks with the sinkers and prevent pull
10) the switching cam 44 (Fig. 2) is moved ing the stitches of an eiastic top previously
upward out of the groove 45 in the rib 31 fitted upon the needles down between the
into which it was formerly moved by the sinkers as is the case when the needles are
reverse operation of the lever. The cam 44
rigid and relative movement of the
then assumes the operative position above held
sinkel's
when the needle cylinder is
the rib 31. Upon giving the cam cylinder elevated occurs
as in the Jenckes machine. The
4. Several turns before starting the machine relationship of all hooks with the sinkers 15
(this being done by a handle provided for is preserved in the case of all of the nee
the purpose), the channel 4 will cause the dles excepting those few the butts of which
needle butts 3 to be elevated into the plane
a (Fig. 2) in position to be picked up by the happen
(Fig.2).to be under the fixed cam 42 and 43
point of the initiator cam 50. This cam Step 2 consists of confining the hook 32,
carries the butts upward so that they assume cheek 33 and latch 34 of each needle within
the position indicated at b, and it is only the sinkers 15 after the casting of a stitch. So
when the butts are thus elevated that the as to hold the completed stitch upon the nee
needle hooks appear above the sinkers 15 as dile between the hook and cheek in a loose con
indicated by the broken line 6 in Figure 1. dition (Fig. 6), thereby keeping the stitch
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over the cheeks 33 of the needles.
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Figure 6 illustrates the relationship of a off of the cheek and latch and preventing
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needle 1 and the hooks 32 to the sinker 15 at tension on the stitch as in the Jenckes ma
the position A in Figure 2. The butt 3 of chine where the needle cheeks are forced

this needle has been elevated into the plane
a by the cam 44. All of the needles from
the right of the switch cam 44 around the
cam cylinder 4 to the left of the initiator
cam 50 assume the same position during the
operation of the knitting machine, and it is
in this position that the looped stitches rest
immediately below the needle hooks where
they are held by the sinkers with the desired
looseness which renders subsequent forcing
through
of the needle cheeks and latches
easy.
Figure 7 illustrates the position of the
needle at the position B in Figure 2. The
needle hook 32 and a cheek 33 have been
thrust through the previously looped stitch

through the completed stitch to reach the
normal and resting position above the
sinkers.
Numerous advantages arise from incorpo
rating the foregoing method steps in the op
eration of knitting. The looseness of the
stitch in both steps cannot be emphasized
too strongly. The looseness of the stitch
upon the shank of the needle after casting,
according to step 2, has an advantage of its
own. Experiments have been made to prove
that the machine will knit in heavy places,
lumps and knots in the thread without even
so much as straining the stitch much less

breaking the thread.
It is the function of the sinkers to roll the
to clear the latch 34 and have reached the fabric inwardly as the knitting operation
thread provided by the yar?n carrier 56 pre proceeds. All lumps, knots and heavy places
paratory to forming a stitch. The sinker 15 are in turn rolled inwardly, the needles read
has been slid or worked out by the sinker ily holding the stitches containing, such
cam 20 (Fig. 12). The latch 34 is down. lumps, etc., without any strain on the fabric,
Figure 8 illustrates the needle at the posi because the stitches are primarily loose and
tion C in Figure 2. The latch 34 has moved are not under tension.
up and the needle is shown about ready to It is for the same 'eason that a wide va
cast the stitch 49 which is yet in place there riation in the size of threads may be run
on. The sinker 15 is now on the Way in. through the knitting machine and still ar
Figure 9 shows the needle at the position rive at the same result so far as the charac
D in Figure 2. The sinker 15 is about all ter, length, etc., of the finished article is con
the way in, and the stitch 49 has been cast. cerned. By virtue of the fact that the com:
The looseness of the stitch 49 is noticeable.

pleted or cast stitch rests upon the shank of
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the needle, and the needle cheeks and latches
are not forced through the completed Stitch
8s in the Jenckes machine, there is consid
erably less wear on the batts 3 of the needles

as well as On the meeddes thermseives. This
advantare in turn is refected in the reduc

tion of wear on the machine in general, ulti
nately requiring even less oil to inaintain
the
nachine in running Older.
O
It has bleen found by actual experimenta
tion that a p?aiting operation earn be ca !!!ºieºil
out more sliecessfully in a knitting achine
einbodying tie Principles of the in Vention
than with the enckes machine of present
5 construction. The combination of #150
Denier artificial silk and E30 single cotton
R.S.S.,
l, it was found that by introduc
ing the silk and cotton at proper angles the
stitch forming operations were carried
through successfully, keeping the cotton. On
the inside and the silk on the outside.
It has been observed that a knitting ima
chine, particularly a *Standardº knitting
machine, when operated with the improved
2 5 :ain box enbodied therein produces an at
tractive form of stitch at the gore of the
heel and toe. This stitch is of a regular
open character having an appearance very
much like that of a hen-stitch. Hose made
30 in this mannel are quite attractive in ap
pearance, and make a mOire readily salable
article.
The success in this particular use of the
knitting inachine is attributed to the fact
that all indue tension on the thread is pre
vented by keeping the needles housed below
the sinkers, thereby preventing interference
with the Stitch after it has been cast by the
stitch cann. By virtue of the fact that the
40 stitch is left perfectly loose after it has been
cast and avoiding all undue friction between
the stitch and needle parts plaiting is made
successfully possible whereas in other ma
chines it has been unsatisfactory.
| claian :—
1. The hereindescribed process consisting
of drawing needles in a cylinder machine
below the sinkers to loop sfitches thereupom,
causing a 'elative motion of the co-acting
sinkei's preparatory to holding the looped
stitches upon the needles. Faising the needles
intil the looped stitches rest immediately
helow the hooks where they are held by the
sinkel's, maintaining said hooks in the afore
? ? said position thereby preserving an initial
looseness in the looped stitches until a subse
quient thrust of the needles wherein the
latches clear the stitches and thrusting
the needles through said stitches that the
GO latches may clear the stitches preparatory
to forming new Stitches, said initial loose
less permitting said thrusting through of
the needles without distorting the stitches.
2. The steps of the herein described proc
55 ess consisting of drawing needles in a cyl

inder machine below the sinkers to loop
Stitches upon the needles with pre-deter
mined looseness, and thereafter raising the
needles only stificiently to dispose the
stitches between the needle hooks and latches
thereby maintaining said stitch looseness
until a Subsequent action of the needles,
wherein the needle cheeks and latches are
thrust through said stitches.
3. The steps of the herein described proc-7:
ess consisting of drawing needles in a cyl
inde achine velow the sinkers to loop
Stitches tipon the needles, and thereafter
raising the Beedles in j'eference to co-acting
silkers only to such extent that the stitches 80
lie inlinediately below the needle hooks and
that the needle hooks ren:ii) confined with
in the bound:liries of said sinkeys linti i sub

sequent action of the needles wherein the
needle cheeks and latches are thrust through

Said Stitches, thereby avoiding any distor
tion of the stitches.
4. A knitting machine having a cylinder,
needles callied thereby, sinkers mounted
upon the needle cylinder; in combination a
can cylinder, a system of cams carried there
by for actuating the needles including a
stitch can over which the needle butts pass
to depress the needle hooks below the sinker
thl'oats to loop stitches upon said needles, and
a cahn then engageable by the needle butts
to elevate the needles until the needle hooks
come substantially level with the sinker
throats and the needles pass through said
Stitches sufficiently that the stitches rest
pOn the needles immediately below the
hooks thereby leaving the stitches loose, said
cylinder wall being uninterrupted in the
circumferential plane of said last cam up to
a position in which the needles are subse
quently acted upon to cause the latches to
clear the stitches, thereby avoiding disturb
ance of the needle butts and keeping the
needle hooks in the aforesaid relationship
With the stitches for a corresponding de
termined time.
5. A knitting machine having a cylinder,
needles carried thereby, sinkers mounted
upon the needle cylinder: in combination a
can cylinder, a system of cams carried
thereby for actuating the needles including

85
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a stitch cam over which the needle butts

pass to depress the needle hooks below the

sinkel throats to loop stitches upon said
needles, a can then engageable by the needle
butts to elevate the needles until the needle
hooks come substantially level with the
sinker throats and the needles pass through
Said Stitches sufficiently that the stitches
rest upon the needles immediately below the
hooks thereby leaving the stitches loose, said
cylinder wall being uninterrupted in the
circumferential plane of said last cam up
to a position in which the needles are subse
quently raised to cause the latches to clear
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the stitches, thereby avoiding disturbance of
the needle butts and keeping the needle
hooks in the aforesaid relationship with the
stitches for a corresponding determined
time, and a cam in said position to deflect
the needle butts upward from said circum
ferential plane thereby to raise the needle
hooks out of said relationship with the
sinkers throats and sufficiently high above
the sinkers that the latches may clear the
stitches looped upon the needles.
6. A knitting machine having a circum
ferential series of sinkers, needles operable
between the sinkers, a reciprocable cam
cylinder having an uninterrupted zone ex
tending nearly the circumferential distance,
the needle hooks and latches being confined
within the sinkers while said needle butts
occupy said Zone, a pair of stitch cams alter
:2)
nately becoming operative to cause the
needles to loop stitches when knitting heels
and toes, and an initiator cam at the ap
proach of each stitch cam causing the eleva

7

tion of the needle butts from said Zone and

the raising of the hooks and latches above
the sinkers preparatory to the looping of
said stitches.
7. A knitting machine having a circum
ferential Series of sinkers, sets of long and
short-butt needles operable between the
sinkers, a cam cylinder which is recipro
cable while knitting heels and toes, a system
of cams including stitch cams at one side of
the cam cylinder, ther being an uninter
rupted Zone extending from and ending at
said cam system, said Zone being occupied
by the needle butts without bottom support
at which time the needle hooks and latches
are housed in the sinkers, and a cam pro
jectable into said Zone at the other side of
the cam cylinder intercepting and raising
the long butts to a level above said cam sys
tem and elevating the corresponding needle
hooks and latches to an inactive position
above the sinkers.
JOSEPH PARKS PRMM.
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